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Utensils
ChaBaTree 

Bangkok-based brand Cha-
BaTree was founded by Thai 
designer Phan Takkavatakarn 
and his Japanese wife Maiko 
Araki in 2003. Their range of 
kitchenware, tableware and 
storage jars are handcrafted 
from mostly plantation  
teak wood and finished  
using natural oils. The pair’s 
simple designs allow the 
grain of the wood to speak 
for itself. — mka
chabatree.com
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Home 
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We present our round-
up of simply designed 
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things, from coat hooks 
to ceramics and cooking 
utensils to kettles. 
—
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 —
Still life
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Growing Table
Pure Position

In 2006, friends asked Frankfurt-
based industrial designer Olaf 
Schroeder to build a desk that 
could “grow” with their four-year-old 
daughter. Schroeder took cues from 
British furniture maker Vitsoe (where 
he interned) and old farmers’ tables 
for a classic aesthetic. Schroeder’s 
solution is the Growing Table. Leg 
modules can be added, up to a height 
of 72cm. The beech legs are slightly 
angled for stability. “I hope that the 
next generations will use and appreci-
ate the growing table as much as kids 
today do,” he says. — jzl
pureposition.de
id-os.de
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Formwork desk organisers 
Herman Miller

Sam Hecht and Kim Colin have launched 
a collection of desk organisers for US 
manufacturer Herman Miller. Hecht says 
that the pair asked themselves, “How 
could we help someone make their life 
a bit better?” The result is this charming 
modular Formwork range that includes 
a paper tray, boxes, pen cup, pen trays, 
tissue box and laptop stand. The collec-
tion is produced in high-quality plastic, 
available in light grey, black, green and 
red, and has more than an air of the 1980s 
school desk about it. Tidying up your desk 
has never been less of a chore. — tm 
hermanmiller.com; retailfacility.co.uk

Oma lamp
Katriina Nuutinen

“The idea came about 
because I wanted to work 
with the skilled iron forgers in 
my hometown of Joen-
suu,” says Finnish designer 
Katriina Nuutinen. Made in 
Finland, her clever Oma lamp 
features a metal stand, with 
a mouth-blown glass shade. 
Available in white or black, 
you’d be hard pressed to find 
a floor lamp as versatile as 
the Oma, which also doubles 
as a reading light. — vl
katriinanuutinen.fi
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Kobenstyle cookware
Lenox

The Kobenstyle cookware collection 
designed by Jens H Quistgaard in 1956 
was the first of its kind. With its three-point 
welded handles and inventive lids that double 
as trivets, the enamel steel pots and pans 
were made to enhance kitchen and table 
décor and helped define the “Scandinavian 
Modern” style of American brand Dansk. 
After being discontinued in 2000, the Koben-
style line has recently been reborn under the 
wings of tabletop company Lenox, proving 
that simplicity will never go out of style: “It’s 
the essence of great design,” says Lenox 
spokesman Mike Matranga, “Great design 
that’s also functional.” — mss
lenox.com
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Aoyama chair
Maruni & Actus

The century-old 
furniture firm  Maruni 
has been producing 
one modern classic 
after another. Maruni 
has collaborated with 
interiors firm Actus on 
a new series called 
Aoyama. Maruni’s cre-
ative director Naoto 
Fukasawa describes 
his beech chair as 
“something you might 
think you’ve seen but 
you haven’t”. — fw
maruni.com;
actus-interior.com
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L09 stool
Lights On

The L09 stool was designed 
in 1958 by Edoardo Gellner 
for a company retreat in the 
Alps run by Italian energy 
firm Eni (see Alpino issue 8). 
The 2014 edition from Studio 
Gellner is manufactured by 
Italian brand Lights On. It can 
double as a low table and 
can be stacked via slots in 
the seat. — ic
lightson.it
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Porcelain
Dibbern

German porcelain maker 
Dibbern creates plates, cups 
and bowls in classic styles 
using time-honoured tech-
niques. At its 200-year-old 
factory in Bavaria, workers 
hand turn its fine bone china, 
which contains a high per-
centage of bone ash to make 
it more durable, and pieces 
are manually smoothed and 
fettled with a knife. The com-
pany’s designs are popular 
with top-flight hotels, are part 
of first-class meal service on 
Lufthansa and have found 
their way into the cup-
board of Chancellor Angela 
Merkel’s office. — ic 
dibbern.de
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Pendant lamp
Menu GM

The GM Pendant Lamp by Danish lifestyle 
brand Menu is the post-mortem launch of 
the 1984 prototype of late designer and 
architect Grethe Meyer. When Menu’s 
external creative director Jonas Bjerre-
Poulsen discovered the model, it was 
clear to him that it belongs in the brand’s 
collection. “We believe in making design 
matter – not only in the sense that they are 
made in high quality materials but also in 
the sense that you can keep on looking 
at them and still find them beautiful and 
interesting over time. We want to make 
products that last.” Keep an eye out for 
Menu’s new additions to the pendant  
collection. — mss
menudesignshop.com
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Narcisse mirror
Giorgetti

The Narcisse mirror was 
created by Italian brand 
Giorgetti, Chinese designer 
Xu Ming and French architect 
Virginie Moriette, who 
together founded Design 
MVW in 2006. Made of 
walnut canaletto, the classic 
mirror fuses cross-cultural 
design with Giorgetti’s signa-
ture style to create an eye-
catching statement piece. 
“The mirror interprets the sun 
by giving light and reflection 
while the tray looks like it’s 
offering help to you,” say 
designers Ming and Moriette. 
“And thanks to a hidden 
fixture the mirror appears to 
be floating, suspended in the 
space like the sun.” — mss
giorgetti-spa.it
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Plank sofa
DK3

Petter Knudsen, Steinar Hindernes and Anders 
Berg, of the KBH design studio in Bergen, cre-
ated the Plank sofa in collaboration with Oslo-
based Frode Myhr. Its inspiration comes from 
the floorboard firm Dinesen. “We sent drawings 
and asked if we could buy some of their floors 
to make a prototype for an exhibit,” says Hin-
dernes. “We wanted to use the material, to lift 
the floor to another level – into furniture.” — gsl
dk3.dk
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Rolling pin
Lostine

New Orleans native Robert Ogden has made 
a name for himself designing furniture and 
lighting for the past 20 years. When he and 
his wife decided to build a pizza oven in the 
backyard, he had the idea of designing a roll-
ing pin. Using typical American woods such 
as maple, cherry and walnut, this pin’s charm 
is its simplicity. “I like that it is useful, com-
fortable and beautiful,” says Ogden. “I want 
our customers to like the items so much that 
they want to hang it in the wall.” — gsl
lostine.com; scp.co.uk
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Crash Bang Wallop shelves
Bob and Brace

Lee Stewart and Kailesh Parmar studied together, but it was 
only after an accidental encounter at the V&A Museum in 
London two years ago that they decided to work together.  
“I had been a blacksmith for years and Kailesh specialises in 
wood – we found a perfect balance in that,” says Stewart. He 
first got the idea for the Crash Bang Wallop hanging shelves 
from suspended kitchen utensils. The inspiration of the design 
stems from the idea of framing the objects within the shelf. 
“The whole point of it is to display and highlight the object 
inside of it, to encapsulate the beauty,” says Stewart. — gsl
bobandbrace.com; suchandsuch.co13
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Kerros shelf
Iittala

Finnish tableware brand Iittala ploughs 
forth with its step into furniture acces-
sories (following last year’s storage boxes 
and lighting) with this handy Kerros shelf, 
designed by Swedish designer Matti 
Klenell. Produced in plywood, it’s a helpful 
accessory if you’re caught short of space 
and is perfect for stacking plates or gro-
ceries in the kitchen or bits and pieces on 
a desk. — tm 
iittala.com

Simris lamp
Ateljé Lyktan

The original Simris Lamp was 
designed by Anders Pehrson, 
then-CEO of Swedish lighting 
firm Ateljé Lyktan, for the 1972 
Olympic village in Munich. 
Last year, Ateljé Lyktan rolled 
out an updated version. Avail-
able in black or white as floor 
or desk lamps, the steel base 
is covered with leather and 
the latest incarnation sports a 
red fabric cable and an LED 
bulb. “Over 16,300 lamps 
were manufactured, still the 
largest order in the company’s 
81-year history,” says Tommy 
Jäversjö, head of design 
development. — jzl
atelje-lyktan.se
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A01 wall hook
Massproductions

Launched at Stockholm Furniture Fair (see 
issue 72) this ceramic wall hook is the first 
accessory from Stockholm-based furni-
ture firm Massproductions. “We sell quite 
a lot to hotels, restaurants and cafés so 
the thinking was to make some accessory 
products that would also be interesting 
for our existing customers,” says co-
founder and creative director Chris Martin. 
Produced in Portugal, it’s been designed 
so that bag handles can be hung over the 
top as well as allowing coats to be hung 
on the hook itself. Martin says it’s the 
beginning of a new venture for Masspro-
ductions: “The wall hook is the start of an 
accessory collection spanning from small 
objects to things that are ‘almost furniture’ 
– like hat stands or trolleys. Everything will 
be aimed at the same type of hospitality 
customers though.” — tm 
massproductions-online.com
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19 Drop chair 
Arne Jacobsen

When Denmark’s design legend Arne 
Jacobsen unveiled his SAS Royal Hotel  
in Copenhagen in 1960, he ensured the 
guestrooms and lobby were stylishly 
outfitted. Furnishings included the iconic 
Egg and Swan chairs, now staples of 
smart living. This year Danish furniture 
brand Fritz Hansen has finally decided to 
relaunch another chair that was part of the 
hotel’s original decor: the Drop. The seat is 
made from injection-moulded plastic and 
offered in six colours, with the option 
of either leather or fabric upholstery. 
“The Drop gives you a lot of room 
to move around without taking 
up too much space,” says 
Christian Grosen Rasmus-
sen, head of design at Fritz 
Hansen. — ic
fritzhansen.com

Air outdoor furniture
Vestre

“I can see Air both in public spaces such 
as parks or along a trail in the outskirts of a 
forest, and in private gardens. Also it would 
fit well in a shopping centre or a mall,” says 
Norwegian designer Atle Tveit, referring to the 
bench, table and stool he created for Vestre. 
The pieces are made out of galvanised steel 
and available in different woods as well as 
colours. “The lines and dimensions of the 
furniture will appear very different depending 
on which angle it is seen from.” — gsl
vestre.com
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Coffee machine
Moccamaster

The Moccamaster – from the family-owned 
Dutch company Technivorm and designed by 
owner and CEO Gerard Clement Smit – is still 
handmade in Amerongen in the Netherlands. 
The design is simple: no digital electron-
ics, just wiring, switches and high-grade 
materials. The heating element is made from 
expensive, high-conductive copper, a metal 
that quickly reaches temperatures of 90C 
to 96C. Quality filter coffee is all about the 
right brew-cycle time and water temperature. 
Technivorm works closely with renowned cof-
fee institutes and connoisseurs to ensure that 
it keeps delivering the best quality and most 
intense and complex filtered brew. — dep
technivorm.com
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Cutlery
Cutipol

Set up in 1964 in Portugal, 
family-run flatware firm Cuti-
pol boasts 37 cutlery collec-

tions in its catalogue. Serving 
piece shapes are the work 

of in-house creative and co-
owner José Joaquim Ribeiro 

and includes the stainless 
steel Goa and Moon sets, 

the former made with black 
resin handles. — ic

cutipol.pt
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Brick clock
Leff Amsterdam

The Brick series by Dutch designer Erwin Termaat for Leff 
Amsterdam is a reinterpretation of the vintage flip-clock. 
“Nobody really needs a clock. That’s why our clocks tell inter-
esting stories, not just the time,” says Termaat. — mss
leffamsterdam.com
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NPU kitchen
Strato

Founded in 1987, Italy’s Strato constructs 
tailor-made kitchens in wood and heavy-duty 
materials such as copper and titanium. The 
workshop in the Valtellina Valley north of 
Milan builds just 100 kitchens a year. “Pieces 
are sculpted in our workshop. It’s a lot of 
manual work, not mass production,” says 
co-founder Gianna Farina. Central island 
blocks have panels to conceal hob and sinks. 
Cabinets can be done in fossilised oak. Its 
geometric NPU model (pictured) is made 
from satin finished stainless steel. — ic 
stratocucine.com
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23 Tub chair 
Hans J Wegner

In celebration of what would have been 
Hans Wegner’s 100th birthday, Danish 
furniture firm PP Møbler has brought into 
production a rare prototype named the 
Tub chair. Originally designed in 1954, 
the Tub is Wegner’s most advanced shell 
chair experiment. “The back of the chair 
is a very complicated double-bended 
shell, which was not technically viable 
in the 1950s. How exactly they made it 
happen at the time we may never know,” 
says Kasper Holst Pedersen, PP Møbler’s 
master of craftsmen. It comes in ash or 
oak (soap treated or oil finished). — vl
pp.dk

Milk pan and coffee pot
Koizumi Studio

The kitchenware produced by Koizumi Studio reflects 
Tokyo-born architect and industrial designer Makoto 
Koizumi’s mantra of making “tools for everyday life beauti-
fully”. This milk pan and coffee pot are part of the all-white 
Kaico collection, whose clean and minimal design won 
the 2006 Good Design Award in Japan. Handcrafted from 
steel, they are coated in white enamel –– the inert material 
keeps the full flavour of whatever’s brewing. The handles 
and knobs are made from maple; a nod to Koizumi’s 
origins in woodwork. — jzl
koizumi-studio.jp; nalatanalata.com

Ceramics
Everingham & Watson

Inspired by Australia’s vibrant, rugged history, Everingham & Watson’s 
wares are brightening up kitchens at home and abroad. The Brisbane 
brand’s colourful mix of products include raw linen tea towels, sporting 
cheeky Australiana-themed screenprints, as well as these cheerful ceram-
ics and some hardy enamelware. Every piece is designed with the outdoor 
lifestyle in mind and perfect for beach barbecues, or more cosy alternatives 
in colder countries. — nsg
everinghamandwatson.com
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